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Variational Auto Encoders 
(VAEs)



Generative models

1. Generative Adversar ial Networks(GANs)：

2. Var iational Autoencoders(VAEs)：

 VAE

 beta_VAE

 IAF (inverse autoregressive flow)

 VAE with GAN

 iVAE (identifiable VAE)

3. Autoregressive models

MADE

PixelRNN



VAE



VAE

1. Encoder -Decoer  model



Dataset:

Aim：maximize

Using unobserved continuous random variable z
1）      is generated from some prior distribution
2）      is generated from some conditional distribution

VAE-Setting



Problem: unknown distributions

Solution: 

VAE-Setting

Evidence Lower Bound(ELBO) or Variational Lower Bound(VLB)



VAE-Gradient

Generative Model:

Inference Model: 



VAE-Gradient

Solution: Reparameterization Trick



VAE-Algorithm



compute 

当样本量N增加时，后验分布在一般条件下渐近趋于正态分布

VAE-Compute ELBO



VAE-Compute ELBO

Factorized Gaussian posteriors                                     Full-covariance Gaussian posterior



VAE-Encoder&Decoder



VAE-Algorithm



VAE-Results

MNIST and Frey Face datasets

Frey Face datasets:

From Brendan Frey. Almost 2000 images of Brendan's face, taken from sequential frames of a small video. Size: 20x28

Var iational Lower  Bound, and the estimated marginal likelihood.



VAE-Results



IAF



IAF

Aim: improving the flexibility of the inference model 

 (1) efficient to compute and differentiate its probability density qφ(z|x)

        (2) efficient to sample from

       (3) parallel computational

Usually: Gaussian posteriors

Solution: 1) Auxiliary Latent Var iables

                 2) Normalizing Flows
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IAF-Normalizing Flows

                 2) Normalizing Flows



IAF

Problem: Not scale well to a high-dimensional latent space:

Inspiration:  autoregressive autoencoders such as MADE and the PixelCNN



IAF-Inverse



IAF-Algorithm



IAF-Algorithm



IAF-Result



iVAE



Problem: marginal distribution over x is meaningful (Eq. 3). The rest of the learned distributions are, generally, 

quite meaningless.

Inspiration: Recent work in nonlinear Independent Component Analysis (ICA) theory

Looking for is models for which the following implication holds for all (x, z):

iVAE



If not we can always find transformations of z that changes its value but does not change its distribution

Example: For a spherical Gaussian distribution applying a rotation keeps its distribution the same.

The primary assumption leading to identifiability is a conditionally factorized prior distribution over the latent 

variables                , where u is an additionally observed variable

eg: index in a time series, previous data point in a time series, some kind of (possibly noisy) class label, or another concurrently observed variable.

iVAE
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